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America was beautiful!
One of the biggest challenges facing America is the control and elimination of environmental trash. The waste and litter
from civilized products is out of control. The internal damage to our country by our own citizens is greater and will effect
our lives longer than the intrusions of foreign entities.
Everything from thoughts and speech to our homes, our farms and our businesses is at risk from self inflicted pollution. We
now live in a world of our own filth.
Even waste management corporations don’t design and use garbage pick-up trucks that will not scatter trash along the
roadside as they transport the garbage from your trash cans to the landfill. Just look at the size of the areas now being
gobbled up by landfill sites.
We tax improvements and beauty on private property. But, we don’t tax the accumulation of environmental trash on
private property even when it is not in compliance with the county codes.
The private property in America needs to be cleaned up just as much as the public domain!
Property ownership rights were never intended to give license to the destruction and trashing of property. The intent of
ownership rights was to allow for the improvement of properties. That is why property taxes tax improvements. But, we
allow outright destruction and trashing of property without taxation. That is incredible. That has to change. We are
hurting the “good” people and giving a free ride to those who are destroying our way of life.
50% of property taxation should be on improvements and beautification. And, 50% of property taxation should be based
on misuse or destruction of the environment. If you don’t trash and abuse the property, you shouldn’t have to pay any more
than the improvement part of the taxation. If you trash and abuse the property you, should have to pay an extra taxation
fee which should be an amount equal to or greater than the improvement part of the taxation.
Environmental pollution is a crime against future generations. It should not be tolerated in the land of the free and the
home of the brave. The basis of freedom is in relationship to all the public, not one individual.
We as a society need to address this challenging problem. We need to develop a better system of control and
protection of all our lands in order for us to survive as a dynamic country with equal benefits and rights for all.
Our Society needs to make a stronger commitment to the principals of reducing waste and trash which are littering our
environment. We can’t continue to kill ourselves and our environment like idiots.
In our society, the state (national, state, county, and municipality government entities) through a mechanism of laws,
created the right of private property ownership. The state has the ultimate power to enforce and control all that happens
on and to private property. The state has the power to utilize taxation against the misuse and abuse of private property for
the benefit of our society.
The only reason I can understand for the state not using taxation against the misuse and abuse of private property, is that
the state thinks it can gain more revenue by allowing destruction and pollution of private property than by encouraging
and enforcing better citizen conduct in this regard.
That reasoning has to change. We live in a society where we the people are supposed to be able to direct or influence
the actions of the state to benefit all of us.
Do we the people have to learn the hard way that business interests and profits do not always promote the ultimate good
for our society, our county and our earth?
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Let us all work together to stop the “bad” apples in the barrel from ruining our society and environment by
misuse and abuse of our land resources by polluting, trashing and littering everywhere.
If we utilize the power of the state wisely, equitably and fairly, we can avoid hurting the “good” citizens and
improve our society at the same time.
Let us all help make AMERICA beautiful and clean again!

There is a proper etiquette for flying and taking care of the American Flag.
There is a proper etiquette for using and taking care of the American land.

Don’t trash the American flag!
Don’t trash the American land!
Or, any other land!
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